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You may think Unrequited is your typical "Romance" novel, but it's not.

January Estlin doesn’t live in New York City. Her life doesn’t involve vampires or a roll-your-eyes,
unrealistic sex life, and she doesn’t date overdramatic, complicated billionaires.

January dates who you date and when you read Unrequited you’ll say,

"Omg, I’ve been through that, right? I know exactly what she means."

Unrequited, a contemporary "Anti-Romance" novel from Christy Heron, is a funny, fresh, sexy, true-to-life
story, told through the eyes of our main character, twenty-something January.

Within a year of meeting Jack (a year filled with lascivious sex and drama) January quits her job and moves
from Los Angeles to Jack’s hometown. Problem is, he has a girlfriend, while January is single and
desperately in love with him.

In the small beach town she now calls home, she parties and dates as often as she puts her car key in the
ignition. You'll read January’s drunken, late night texts, personal diary entries and delight in your front row
seat to the action while January encounters boyfriends, girlfriends, travel, career choices, and a Black Sea of
Ketel One.

Her number one priority is Jack, and January will do anything to turn their sporadic, wildly bodacious fling
into a committed relationship.

Will January Estlin move on and grow up, or decant the rest of her life into a champagne flute, while
pursuing the unattainable?
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From Reader Review Unrequited - One Girl, Thirteen Boyfriends,
and Vodka for online ebook

Mhairi Mhairi says

January is an easygoing, erratic woman with a tipsy lifestyle. The book follows her through her emotional
train wrecks with different boyfriends, though the plot focuses mainly on her ‘relationship’ with a guy named
Jack, who is, by definition, a complete jerk. Their on and off relationship consists of quick hookups and one
night stands.
January ends up learning from her unhealthy fixation over Jack. In a way, he inspired in her to find strength
in herself – though she still had a tendency to have second thoughts about her new found relationship with
Cress. She doesn’t think she deserves someone this good because of the way Jack treated her in the past.
I thought the use of ‘code names’ in this book was pretty humorous - like stupid fat censored, and b1, 2, and
3 etc, and childless Brad Pitt. January had a tendency to annoy me sometimes. I really couldn’t understand
why she had a thing for Jack. She seemed to always be swayed by him. I kept wondering what on earth these
two had in common apart from the sex. January thought she was in love with the guy, even though she knew
it was never going to be anything more than just a fling for him. When she finally broke away, she was
almost tempted to go back down the very road that made her feel really insignificant. She does get her man
in the end, so that was nice
January had her insecurities, but I thought that made her easy to relate to. Despite her fixation towards Jack, I
thought she was pretty awesome. This book felt like a memoir for me. It’s in a genre all in its own, and
you’ll definitely need the vodka by the end of it.

Anthony says

My wife read this and wrote this review for Amazon - I thought it was funny, so I am posting it here as well.

You have got to love any story that begins with the line, “I blame Frank Sinatra.” Yet then caustically
corrects that a bit later with the follow up, “It’s not Sinatra’s fault. I blame Ray Liotta.”
This may give you a peephole view into the mind of Christy Heron, author of “Unrequited: One Girl,
Thirteen Boyfriends, and Vodka.” This tale tracks the haphazard path of January’s emotions and thoughts as
she runs the gambit of devotion, obsession, hate, love and everything in-between when it comes to Jack – the
man at the center of her vortex. Visceral and raw, January’s heart is laid bare for all to see, and it’s a familiar
look that many of us will recognize – even if we won’t admit it. Haven’t we all had that one person in our
lives that somehow could do anything, and we would forgive? We would take them back? We would still
love them? Have you ever changed for someone? Of course you have. No matter how many times we hear
the advice to ‘just be yourself’ be the person your desire wants is just more appealing.
This book is tragic and wonderful, open and revealing – a culmination of triumph of many a young woman’s
existence today. Some might call January crazy, I call her normal. In the end, Jack is a lesson learned, the
SFF (read the book – honest, it’s hysterical) that led to the final fire and possibly the truth.
Hard to describe, but easy to feel – this is a book that will appeal to practically every woman. If ‘Sex in the
City’ spoke to you, this novel will sing your soul alive. It harbors no illusions or even pretends to be
anything other than the gaudy, bad mouthed version of our own inner thoughts. Cheers.



Mark says

This book was interesting to me and drew me in! I think that as women, we can all relate to January. She's
madly in love with Jack, but can't seem to get him to commit to the relationship and he seems to view it as a
hookup. Jack has a girlfriend, but January desperately wants that position! She's moved to be in the same city
with him and wants his love. While she's moved, she's starting dating a bunch of other guys who seem to be
an unique bunch of people. I loved her dating story and felt as though I could relate. This is a book worth
checking out!!!

Connie Lafortune says

What would you do for love?

If you are January Estlin, you wouldn't give it a second thought. Since she has her sights set on Jack and
nothing or nobody will stand in her way...

I must admit, the name of the book made me very curious. And I'm glad it did. Unrequited-One Girl,
Thirteen Boyfriends, and Vodka is a tongue-in-cheek roller coaster ride. It will make you laugh, cry and
bring out emotions that many of us haven't felt in years.

Ms. Heron did a fantastic job of portraying the twenty or thirty something generation and I look forward to
reading her next 'not so typical romance."

Author: Connie Lafortune

Danielle Evans says

I am probably one of the few women who can't fully relate to January, the main character in this book. For
starters, I have no idea what it's like to be a single adult. I have been with the same man (who I am now
married to) since I was seventeen years old. So, while I've certainly gone to bars, I've never been there for
the purpose of finding anyone, and I've never made a habit of frequenting them either. And January is in love
with Jack, a guy who sees her as a friend with benefits. She is hoping for a real, committed relationship with
him, while he just wants to have sex with her occasionally and when it's convenient for him. I would never
be attracted to a guy like that--he treats her like crap, but honestly, she lets him so she's at fault too. I kept
thinking, what in the hell does she see in this guy?? So even though I am very different from January, I still
enjoyed reading her story. And there were some things I could relate to - I do know what it's like to have
mental health issues (the reasoning is different, however).

I really liked that January was so flawed. It made her a very believable character. Sometimes I get tired of
the "strong" female character because let's face it, a lot of us aren't able to be strong all the time. Most of us
have gone through periods of weakness and depression, and this book captivates that very well.



I loved Christy Heron's informal writing style - it was truly unique. It was haphazard and a bit crazy, just like
January herself. The author shows that there really are no rules for writing--as long as you can convey a good
story, that's all that really matters. And that's what she's done. She also wasn't afraid to hold anything back,
which I admire as well. This would definitely be a book to avoid if you're prude! But if you don't mind the
grittiness of reality, then you'll appreciate this.

While I really liked the ending, I found parts of it to be unrealistic, which was in direct contrast with most of
the book. I'm not saying that any of that couldn't happen; I'm just saying that I don't think it's likely for the
average person. The majority of the book was very realistic, so the ending was honestly not what I expected.

Another thing that I wanted to point out is that very few people are named in this book. Most of the
characters are given nicknames, and that's all they are known by (which was a bit off putting at first when
used in dialogue). I found it to be amusing though how all of her boyfriends were numbered as B1, B2, B3,
etc.

Overall, this was an entertaining story with a crazy but fun main character. January's kind of slutty, but I
could see myself being friends with her! I would definitely recommend this book to anyone looking for a
really good and unique reading experience!

Kathy says

Unrequited - One Girl, Thirteen Boyfriends, and Vodka
by Christy Heron

First of all, I have to say that the cover and the title threw me off and to be honest I was hesitant to read it.
The phase "you can't judge a book by its cover" totally applies here. How wrong I was and I should have
stopped what I was doing, sat down and started reading it as soon as I opened it in my mail!!!!

Did you ever read a book that you wanted to shake the character at the same time cheering her on? Well this
is it! You can't help but love her and I know a few of my friends who could be her that I love dearly! I was
impressed and couldn't put the book down!

Valerity (Val) says

3.5 of 5.0 stars This took a bit to get into but once I got used to the writing, I found myself hooked on the
story of this writer/personal assistant to a wealthy couple, named January who can’t shake her obsession with
a man (Jack/SFF) who only gives her the time of day when he wants to hook up. This goes on for several
years, despite job changes, moves to and from LA, other relationships on both sides, and it darn near
wrecking January’s sanity. Does she get this guy out of her system once and for all? Or does she finally win
him in the end? You’ll have to read this quirky, nick-name filled anti-romance to find out.



K.B. Rose says

This book has an inventive, stylish writing style and stands in a class by itself. It's definitely not like your
average women's lit. It's lyrical, darkly funny, and unabashedly crude, all at once. It's easy to relate to for any
girl in her twenties (and beyond) who's experienced the current bar/dating scene. You'll cringe at times
watching January obsess over the clearly unworthy Jack, but it might strike a chord in your memory of a
time when you loved someone who wasn't deserving of it. January is a frustrating character at times, but you
can't help but root for her, because she's emotional and real and holds nothing back. She's a very authentic,
well-developed character. The other characters are all equally well written and believable. I loved the
nicknames used for all the characters in this book. They were funny and helped to keep all the supporting
characters straight. My only small complaint would be that January isn't exactly your every day girl, as the
blurb suggests. She may not live in New York, but she lives in LA (or close to it) and has a well paying job.
And the ending falls a little more into women's lit territory than I wanted it to. But I really enjoyed reading it.
It was unique and insightful. I can't wait to see what the author comes out with next.

Holly Newhouse says

This book is definitely in a class all of its own. I could relate to the story having lived through the age of the
main female character myself. The journey she takes is easy to relate to either in our own lives or having
heard about it in a friend's life. This book describes the real world where men are no longer the gentlemen
they were in the 50's and women are no longer the quiet, shy, stay at home housewives of the same era.

Walk side by side with the main character, January as she experiences emotions all women have faced at one
time or another and as she tries to find an acceptable balance concerning her self-esteem, what her morals
truly are, and what character she will be or play when she walks out the door. Walk with her as she wades
through the worst of the worst men to finally find the one worth all of the turmoil she had to fight against just
to find....him, Mr. right for her.

A great read I highly recommend to others!

Purchase this Book on Amazon Today!

Melissa Kaiserling says

This book is written very well. It reminded me as a cross between Chelsea Handler's "are you there vodka it's
me Chelsea" and "50 shades of Grey" . She tells little stories of herself that I can relate to... Boys and vodka

Danny Baggott says

I was quite annoyed at Christy Heron last week. I planned, after a hard week of work, to snuggle in bed on a
Friday evening, read her novel, Unrequited, for an hour and get a well-deserved rest. Unfortunately, I simply
couldn’t put the bugger down, so she owes me a good few hours’ sleep and an apology to my Saturday
morning club for me being so sluggish that day. The positive I suppose is that the somewhat rarity of finding



a refreshing and breath-taking narrative was shattered for me that night, because in a word, Unrequited is
spectacular.
This exciting and full of life novel tells the story of writer January Estlin, the energetic and naïve anti-
romantic heroin as she reflects on her whirl-wind ‘un-romance’ with local Pismonian Jack. Her journey takes
us through erotic (and some embarrassing) trysts with the many boyfriends she acquires in the slap-dash and
thriving Los Angeles club scene. Relationships and careers, lovers and haters, alcohol and sobriety, a lust
that is reciprocated and a love that is unrequited.
Heron deliver’s fantastic descriptions, characterisation and setting as well as a witty and slap in the face
narration, with hilarity and humiliation rife. It’s been a while since I read a book so sexy, dark and amusing
at the same time and above all- real. She encapsulates the feelings of unrequited love from the very first line
to the fantastic ending so much so that after reading it you will utter the words ‘this is me’. An impressive
narrative form splits up the novel wonderfully and really makes you want to ‘ration’ the book out, which is a
sign of a fantastic novel in my opinion, I’m sure you will agree.
You will fall in love with January and her escapades, just as I did. I honestly can’t say how much I enjoyed
this book, so here are a few adjectives for good measure; upbeat, culturally referenced, fresh, cool, almost
noir, witty, exciting, erotic, sexy, true, clever, wonderfully American, pumping, bubbly, amusing and well-
paced.
There is always a book that encapsulates an era and a place, for LA in the noughties, this could well be it.
You know what, just read the darn book and you’ll know what I mean.

Eric S. Jackson says

That is an excellent story.I really enjoyed this book so much because it was a realistic story. I already read
many romantic story but this is the best one. Most romantic stories that I read all have similar plots and they
are unrealistic; making them pretty hard to relate to.The story focuses around January and she has fallen
helplessly in love with Jack. Her and Jack have hooked up previously. January decides to move to LA to
capture Jack's heart. She finds out after that Jack already has a girlfriend. January is heartbroken and she
doesn't really know what to do. She tries dating and going out to get rid of the pain. I felt the emotions when
I read this book.You must read this amazing book.

Marni says

A story of addiction. Not to drugs or alcohol, though Ms. Heron is not shy in her characters ability to drink.
A lot. But about addiction to love, to the desire to be loved. January convinces herself what she feels for Jack
is the real thing, the big wow. She pursues, she pleads, she text stalks, drunk dials and makes all the poor
decisions regarding the guy who doesn't deserve her. Jack doesn't deserve any woman really, he is the guy
without a heart or conscience. But January still wants him. This story is painful to read at times, the raw
honesty reaching out from the page and shocking you with all the things women do, think and feel when it
comes to bad relationships. I won't lie, I did my share of chasing Jacks, unrequited was a fresh reminder of
that pain.
Christy Heron writes with a passionate, descriptive hand. She doesn't shy away from telling it like it is,
giving her characters real life flaws and weaving dark and light humor together to deliver a story with a
punch.
I love the writing in this book. I think if had not been so well written I may have put it down, the view of



January was so sad and I wanted to shake her, tell her to let the slimeball go, but the pros and descriptive
were so full, so colorful and unique I had to read more.
It is refreshing to read a story that is all it's own genre. Not a fluff romance or a tragedy, but a true to life
journey of bad decisions, self discovery, learning to accept, heal and find your own worth. January is a piece
of every woman really. We all want love, we have all been rejected. We all get back up, sometimes with
vodka to numb us.
Excellent job, I will be keeping an eye on Ms. Heron!

Tamara Epps says

This review is also posted on my book blog, Captivated by Books

January Estlin is like any other woman in her twenties – lost, in love, and trying to find herself. Of course, it
would help if she wasn’t so in love with the unattainable Jack (or SSF ‘Short Fat Fuck’ as she and her friends
call him), that she moves back to her hometown ‘for my writing’ (at least, that’s what she tells herself).
Between sleeping with Jack when he gets away from his girlfriend, a succession of men January dates, and
plenty of alcohol and swearing, January’s life is confusing, chaotic, and completely relatable.

This book is not light on the profanity, sex, or drunkenness; so if that bothers you, you can move on now –
but you’ll be missing out. In this ‘anti-romance’, Christy Heron is witty, unforgettable and, un-put-downable.
In my mind, her writing has a contemporary female Kerouac feel to it (only more interesting). Personally, I
found for once, the swearing actually amplified the story, and my only issue with it was that halfway through
the book it seems to almost disappear (and not because the character has a big change of voice).

The book is told through the voice of January, and so at times doesn’t completely make sense, but let’s face
it, no one’s mind makes complete sense. Somehow Heron has captured the state between desperation and
complete mental break-down the character imagines herself having, without making the novel difficult to
read.

January, like any other young woman, wants to be loved. The problem being that her love is unrequited to
the point where it seems Jack is just using her. While obviously my life is completely different to January’s, I
believe we all have thought ourselves in love with someone, when clearly they’re not interested, but that
doesn’t stop us from pursuing the object of that love. And so January does. She knows it’s futile, but no
matter what is going on in her life, she is always dragged back to the turbulent ‘relationship’ with Jack.

The main problem I had with this book was the use of names. January assigns everyone nicknames (B1, B2
for the boyfriends. ‘childless Brad Pitt’ for her brother, etc), which can at times make it a little confusing as
to who she’s talking about, but for the most part this didn’t have too much of an impact on the story.

When I started reading I wasn’t sure what to expect, but found myself unable to put the book down.
Honestly, I can say it’s one of the top, if not the top, books I’ve read this year, and I can’t wait to get my
hands on Heron’s next book. No matter whether or not you know what it’s like to be a writer, cheat on your
boyfriend, struggle to get up due to a hangover, Unrequited – One Girl, Thirteen Boyfriends, and Vodka will
finally allow you to see that the craziness going on in our heads isn’t something that only happens to us (at
least I hope not!). While I think this book is probably aimed at women, I’m sure men would enjoy it just as
much, if for no other reason than to get a little insight to a woman’s mind. In general, my advice is go and
buy this book right now and start reading, you won’t regret it.



[Disclaimer: I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. All opinions are my own.]

Toni says

3.5 stars. love can either destroy you or save you. This is not a typical love story. it's honest and gritty, and at
times very frustrating. It's a train wreck I couldn't look away from and what kept me reading. At times I
wanted to shake January and tell her to snap out of it. Thankfully, we watch January evolve through out the
book. And even though she's emotionally stunted and does things that have you shaking your head, you can't
help but route for her. It was a good read, a little slow at times, but definitly worth it.


